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June 24, 2013 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Welcome, Dr. Dana! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Hi everyone! Thanks for having me again! 

 

Comment from  33mama :  

Hi Dr. Dana! 

 

Comment from  sweetpea:   

Good Afternoon Dr. Dana and Amanda. 

 

Comment from rejoyce:  

Hi Dr. Dana! 

 

Comment from rivergirl:   

Hello, Dr. D and AA. 

 

Comment from Jakermo:   

It's a sad occasion, Dr Dana. 

 

Comment from dj:   

Good afternoon Dr. D! 

 

Comment from Julia phx az:   

Dr Dana good luck on your next move where are u heading off to after this u know we will miss 

u 

 

Comment from Jakermo:   

 Dr Dana: Where are you going, and why did you chose that particular facility, place, etc? 

 

Comment from Doris:  

Hi Dr Dana, we are sure going to miss you! Where are you off to next? 
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Dr. Dana:  
I am headed back to Austin, Texas for awhile, to work as your typical small animal veterinarian 

for a bit. Ultimately I hope to go back to school to pursue a degree in public health, but 

after two years of internship, school will have to wait a little while. 

 

Comment from  CarolinaGirl :   

Hi Dr. Dana. Great to "see" you! 

 

Comment from VA Kris:   

Hey! A caracara! Nice. Thanks for coming by to visit us today, Dr. D. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thank you! I've seen a few in Texas...which is why I chose it for my avatar today. 

 

Comment from Jakermo:   

YAY!!! Dr Dana. I am in Austin now TOO! I'll have to come see you. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
It's a pretty great place to be. 

 

Comment from  CarolinaGirl :   

For Dr. Dana: 1st, thanks for all you do for the critters that pass through your care!! 2nd, what 

was your most challenging cast and what was your most rewarding case while you have 

been at WCV? Best wishes in your future endeavors! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I think my most rewarding case was the red fox whose femur I fixed back at the beginning of my 

internship. It was awesome to see the video of that fox running around like nothing 

happened. 

 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/red-fox-12-1052 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I have had a lot of challenging cases. It is difficult to choose just one! I think the emaciation 

cases are tough, because it is very hard to walk the line between starvation and refeeding 

syndrome. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
It's also been tough to manage a herd of fawns! Thankfully, Dr. Rich and I share that duty. 

 

Comment from   Lois - Bath, NY:  

Dr Dana, I just want to say thank you for all that you have done for the critters in your care at 

WCV. I know that they will miss you along with all of us. Best of luck on your next 

journey. 

http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/red-fox-12-1052
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Comment from Linda in S.C.:  

Hello Dr. Dana. Thank you so much for Giving us your time. We hope only the best for you. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thank you, Lois and Linda! 

 

Comment from   CarolynSC:  

Question for Dr. Dana--Have your experiences during this past year at WCV resulted in any 

changes in your long-term plans? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Yes...I have always been quite interested in zoonotic infectious diseases (those which are 

transmissible from animals to people), but after spending some time working with bats 

this year, I think it would be neat to focus on diseases harbored by bats. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I also know that I do not want a job where I am woken up all hours of the night, four nights a 

week. I am tired! 

 

Comment from   julia phx az:  

Public health its doesn’t have anything to do with wildlife animals does it?? well good luck in ur 

future 

 

Comment from   Luvs Bears :  

Good afternoon Dr.Dana. You have been wonderful and helped so many this year! Why public 

health? 

 

Comment from   33mama:  

How do you hope to use your public health degree? 

 

Comment from CA Guest:  

How do you pair up Public Health with your animal care? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Julia, public health has LOTS to do with animals! Most emerging and re-emerging infectious 

diseases are shared by humans and animals. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
As far as hands-on animal care goes, there would probably be less of that and more theoretical, 

analytical work in the future. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Another reason I am going to hang out and be a small animal vet for awhile--not ready to give up 

clinical medicine just yet! 
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Comment from Shirley WI:  

Thank you for all the care you have given, even when tired. 

 

Comment from Texas Gal:  

I have to go into a meeting Good Luck Dr. Dana and thanks for taking care of the critters! My 

grandkids live in Austin great place! 

 

Comment from rejoyce:  

Dr. Dana, do you have a preference in the type of animals you treat? Do you prefer veterinary 

care, or working with wildlife that is being treated for release? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
That's a tough one--both have pros and cons. With traditional companion animal work, you can 

pet and talk to the animals. Most of them love your attention (except when you are giving 

shots!). Unfortunately, sometimes their humans make my job a bit more difficult than it 

needs to be, and I become much more emotional about putting down animals when 

people are attached. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
With wildlife, there aren't people with emotional attachments to the animals, and people can't 

dictate what I can and cannot do to treat the animal--I get to provide whatever care I think 

is appropriate without worrying too much about cost. But my patients are ALWAYS 

terrified of me, and the rate of euthanasia is much higher in wildlife medicine. 

 

Comment from CarolinaGirl :   

Don’t feel bad about being emotional. My vet cries with his "people" when he puts pets down. 

Just shows you care! 

 

Comment from rivergirl:   

I commend you for finding your niche and furthering your education to make it happen. You 

have left a positive mark at WCV...you will be missed. 

 

 

Comment from Sarah:  

Hi Dr. Dana! How would you describe you internship? Would you suggest it to a vet interested 

in wildlife? thank you! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I would describe this internship as "a year of managed chaos." I would absolutely suggest this 

internship to a veterinarian interested in wildlife--I have learned so much about managing 

wildlife cases, in addition to sharpening my teaching, critical thinking and decision-

making skills. 
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Comment from izzy2cool4u:   

Hi Dr. Dana thanks for being a Superhero of WCV, leaping chimneys in a single bound, 

dragging bears to safety could be a great wildlife comic in the works! :) In all seriousness 

you are a remarkable woman with incredible passion. May the horizon ahead of you be 

filled with adventures and opportunities! Do check in sometimes we love all the WCV 

staff forever not just until they leave :) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oooooh, she could be a comic book hero ... 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Aw, I'm blushing ;) Thank you! 

 

Comment from rivergirl:   

You have left a positive mark on all that you have done at WCV. What will you miss the most? 

 

Comment from Diane in Waterloo, Ont.:  

Dr. Dana: What are you going to miss at WCV the most? 

 

Comment from rejoyce:  

Dr. Dana, what will you miss the most about WCV?? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
The people! I work with a fantastic group of folks, and I will miss them dearly. 

 

Comment from Jakermo:   

QUESTION for Dr Dana. What will you miss the most when you leave WCV? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I think I will also miss the robin fledglings. 

 

Comment from MH in SC:  

I thought she would say food and cookies.....LOL 

 

Dr. Dana:  
HA! That too. There's always something good to eat around here. 

 

Comment from   Mandi, PA :  

Good afternoon Dr. Dana! Is there anything that you've learned at the WCV that you are looking 

forward to using/doing as a small animal vet? Something you may not have used/done in 

your first dealings as a small animal vet? Thanks! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Confidence! 
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Dr. Dana:  
I feel I am a lot more confident in managing cases, particularly if it's something I've never seen 

before. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Also confidence in my surgical skills. While I wouldn't yet consider myself a surgeon, I am no 

longer terrified of surgery! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I have also become more confident in managing personnel. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I have learned not to be a pushover and occasionally use my Stern Adult Voice. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oooooooh. Have I heard that? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I generally reserve it for fawn-nappers. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oooh. Good call. 

 

Comment from  33mama:   

Sounds like this was a year of professional growth and development for you--just as it was 

supposed to be! We wish you all the best in the future. Please let us know what you are 

up to once in a while or we will have to send Jakermo to find you in Austin! 

 

Comment from SAH:  

Dr. Dana, I want to join others in thanking you for all you have done for wildlife at the center 

over the past year especially rescuing those Barn owls earlier this year! Good Luck with 

all your future endeavors!! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thank you! 

 

Comment from Sarah:  

Thanks Dr. Dana! 

 

Comment from caleb:   

FOR DR. DANA: Our 19 special needs kids have so enjoyed your time at WCV and have 

learned a lot from you! They would like to know what piece of surgical equipment you 

found most useful/important in your work, and why. Thanks for sharing your time with 

us! 
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Dr. Dana:  
Thank YOU, caleb and crew! My favorite piece of equipment was my Micro-Aire mini-drill 

 

Dr. Dana:  
It makes for quick work when fixing a wing or a leg 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Plus it is very small and easy to work with, which is nice for a baby-surgeon like myself. 

 

Comment from izzy2cool4u:   

Dr. Dana if you could leave behind a piece of advice for the next WCV vet what would it be? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Ooooh, I like this question. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
(be nice to your officemate?) 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Hmmm... 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I would tell her to learn early on how to delegate tasks to her students (my students are 

phenomenal and without them I could not have accomplished everything I did this year), 

keep her sense of humor about things (especially at 2am), and be nice to Amanda. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
And Amber really likes tea 

 

Dr. Dana:  
And if the rehab department is happy, everyone is happy. 

 

Comment from katiesmom:   

I will miss being here to see Dr. Dana this afternoon, but will read back to see what I missed. But 

my question is what is your most memorable patient? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
The most memorable...that's tough! You guys are asking me tough questions! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I think pulling the bear out of the ditch was pretty memorable. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
And sewing up Quinn's throat. And fixing the red fox's femur. 
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Dr. Dana:  
And my first mole patient! I had never seen a mole before. Their hands and noses are out of 

control! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
They are so strong! 

 

Comment from Jakermo:   

Oh, WOW!!! Quinn's throat! Thank you for that! 

 

Comment from BarbB:  

Dr Dana, it was great watching you 'grow' at the WCV this year. One of the memories that really 

stands out for me was when you stitched up the educational bird with the slit throat. So 

much pressure on you and a happy ending. Thank you and best of luck to you. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/blog/2012-year-review-dr-dana-tedesco-veterinary-intern 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thank you! 

 

Comment from   Guest:   

I didn't think anyone would ever take a mole to a vet 

 

Comment from rivergirl:   

You will certainly have a lengthy and very unusual resume'! That in itself should impress anyone 

who crosses your future path/s. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Thank you, I hope so! 

 

Comment from Lynda in AZ:  

For Dr. Dana: Thank you for all your time, effort, and expertise while at WCV. (you don't know 

how much my students enjoyed your 'impromptu' participation in our skype with Amanda 

and Pignoli - guess you were never asked if owls sneeze before? LOL) Best wishes as 

you continue your journey helping wildlife. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Aw, that was a fun day! Thank you, best wishes to you as well! 

 

Comment from katiesmom:   

Oh another question for Dr. Dana - what patient has made you be the most creative in treatment? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
There was a snapping turtle who had shell damage in a very strange place 

 

http://wildlifecenter.org/blog/2012-year-review-dr-dana-tedesco-veterinary-intern
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Dr. Dana:  
We tried traditional bars, but when she would snap at us (and she was very feisty), the bars 

would pop off 

 

Dr. Dana:  
So using some zip-ties and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA--the stuff we use for the external 

fixation bars on wing fractures), I zip-tied her shell back together. It worked really nicely. 

 

Comment from VA Kris:  

Do you think anything will ever come close to the experience of flushing a vulture's crop? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
No! It is a very unique sensory experience. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEGZvjdQJB8 

 

Comment from izzy2cool4u:   

Dr. Dana you mentioned your "stern voice" for fawn nappers. I was wondering if you could sum 

it up into a general message what would you most like the public to remember about 

wildlife? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I would like folks to remember that wildlife belongs in the wild. I know it is very tempting to 

want to "rescue" everything, but people need to realize that, as a general rule, wildlife 

does NOT do well in captivity. So unless the animal is truly in trouble, please leave it 

alone! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
When I tell people over and over again to put the fawn back or to put the bird back, it isn't 

because I don't care or don't want to deal with it. I truly have that animal's best interest in 

mind. 

 

Comment from Sarah:  

Another question: did you work as a pet veterinarian before working at WCV? Why did you 

choose WCV? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Yes, I was a small animal vet my first year out of school. I chose WCV because it was awesome! 

No-brainer, really. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Seriously, though, I thought I would get a great experience learning to manage wildlife cases 

here. 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEGZvjdQJB8
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Dr. Dana:  
I was right! 

 

Comment from Lynne - TheMaritimes.CA:  

What was your biggest patient this year, ie. type of animal? & what was your toughest case? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
My biggest patient was the yearling bear with the femur fracture. He came in December and Dr. 

Rich and I repaired the fracture together. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/black-bear-12-2655 

 

Comment from  33mama:   

Bet you will never forget pulling that yearling bear out of the ditch! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/black-bear-13-0977 

 

Dr. Dana:  
To be honest, I didn't pull the bear out of the ditch. The police officers pulled me out of the 

ditch--I just happened to be holding the bear. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Dr. Dana, do you ever sleep? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
No. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Last night I got about 3 hours...so I apologize for any spelling/grammar errors! I need a nap! 

 

Comment from VA Kris:  

Has it been a long year? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Yes and no! Sometimes it felt like it would drag on forever...but it has also flown by! I can't 

believe I have less than two weeks! 

 

Comment from MH in SC:   

Sounds like an internship at med school....no sleep, long hours, always on call... 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Well...it IS an internship. 

 

 

http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/black-bear-12-2655
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/black-bear-13-0977
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Comment from Deb in SD:  

I know every animal that comes there is in need of some kind of help, but what was the 

"funniest" patient(s) you dealt with? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I think the red-tailed hawk that got stuck in the tree was a lot of "fun" 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/red-tailed-hawk-13-0247 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I really like wound management, and she healed so nicely! I would do a little dance each time I 

saw her wound looking better and better. 

 

Comment from   GNGN:   

Is it true that the vets spend all of their free time scrolling through the moderated discussion to 

keep up with CN? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Yes 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
All the staff members do. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
That's the real reason I don't get any sleep--I spend my nights scrolling through the chat 

 

Comment from  TexasLavender:  

DR.DANA, which office mate will you miss the most??? AND, who would you take with you if 

you could???? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
(she only has one officemate ...) 

 

Dr. Dana:  
:) Amanda! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Although I guess actually Athena was sort of an officemate for awhile too. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I would probably take Dr. Rich, if I could shrink him and fit him in my pocket. He's really smart 

and an excellent mentor. 

 

 

 

http://wildlifecenter.org/critter-corner/archive-patient/red-tailed-hawk-13-0247
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Awwww. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
He'd be good to have around at my next job. 

 

Comment from VA Kris:  

Could we see what your "little dance" looks like w/ Go Cam? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Hmmm. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
NO. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
It involves running in place a bit though. 

 

Comment from   Guest:   

Dr Dana, What is the funniest situation that you found yourself in at WCV? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
There are a lot of funny moments at WCV; because our job tends to be pretty heartbreaking at 

times, you have to laugh or you'll cry... 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I think having our students demonstrate the rabies pole and pole syringe was pretty funny 

 

Dr. Dana:  
One student was chosen to be the rabid animal and had to be restrained then "jabbed" (there 

wasn't really a needle on the syringe) 

 

Comment from   Linda in S.C.:  

What animal would you like to take care of that you have not? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
A Crested Caracara! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Maybe I will get the chance in Texas. 

 

Comment from rejoyce:  

Dr. Dana, what advice would you give to someone who wants to pursue a career in animal 

medical care and treatment? 
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Dr. Dana:  
Study! This field requires just as much knowledge and expertise as the human medical field, and 

vet school is harder to get into than medical school. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I would also recommend that they spend time shadowing a vet and/or working in a vet clinic to 

see if it is something they REALLY want to do...it's not just playing with kittens and 

puppies all day. It is hard work, sometimes heartbreaking and sometimes really gross. 

 

Comment from rivergirl:   

What special talent/s do you have other than your usual on the job expertise as an intern? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Baking! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
But she doesn't do enough of it. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
And cooking! 

 

Comment from MH in SC:  

Sounds like she is too tired to bake all the time 

 

Dr. Dana:  
And....hair and makeup. It's a secret talent. 

 

Comment from   Guest:   

Ummmm do owls sneeze??? 

 

Dr. Dana:  
I THINK so. I have never seen an owl sneeze before, but I have seen other birds sneeze...so I 

don't see why owls couldn't sneeze. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We should probably wrap things up ... we are coming to the end of our hour with Dr. Dana! So, 

one more! 

 

Comment from izzy2cool4u:   

Last question I promise, but it's no secret the admiration I have for the WCV staff so their visits 

are always amazing! Dr. Dana given the critter cams help keep watch over healing 

patients did you find it beneficial to have these available, and did any behaviours surprise 

you? 
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Dr. Dana:  
I am surprised at how active some of the hawks are during the daytime, and the owls at night! I 

thought they would just hang out on their perches all day, but there was quite a bit of 

flying back and forth! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
It's also been a blast to watch the bears grow up on camera. 

 

Dr. Dana:  
And the cams have been very useful for monitoring some of the patients we would prefer to be 

hands-off with, such as the yearling bears. 

 

Comment from rivergirl:   

May you be happy with whatever you decide to do and wherever you decide to reside. 

 

Comment from Pat, NJ:  

Dr. Dana, we all wish you the best in your next job and thank you for all of your hard work while 

at WCV. You will be missed by staff and CN alike. Happy trails to you!!!! 

 

Comment from CarolinaGirl:  

Thanks for being here today Dr. Dana. Enjoyed chatting with you. Safe travels as you 

leave......and don't forget to let us hear from you occasionally. You don't want us to have 

to send Jakermo to find you!! 

 

Comment from Max:  

Thank you Dr Dana for all you have done at WCV. I think the bears are being so considerate to 

be napping while you are here so that we can give you our full attention. :) 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Well, guys, it's time for me to run. Thank you so much for all of your love and support this year! 

 

Comment from  33mama:   

Dr. Dana, Thanks for caring for animals and thanks for taking the time to talk with us today! 

Good luck in your future endeavors! 

 

Comment from sweetpea:  

Thank You Dr. Dana for your dedication and care for animals. Wishing you the very best in the 

next chapter of your life. 

 

Comment from   Kathe in Falls Church, VA:  

Dr. Dana - I hope you know you are our hero and we will miss you. It is truly amazing the work 

that you do to fix these animals and the compassion you all show for the ones that cannot 

be fixed. I hope your new job will appreciate your skills and talents and that you will stay 

in touch with CN. 
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Comment from   Guest:   

A vet with glam! Wow! 

 

Comment from jmm:   

The first time I saw a Caracara when driving up to central FL, I thought I was seeing things! 

Incredible bird. I hope you will take care of one someday. 

 

Comment from CarolynSC:  

Very good session! Thanks, Dr. Dana, and good luck! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Best wishes to all of YOU! 

 

Comment from Cheryl (VA):  

Dana's baking gets put aside for tending to "patients". 

 

Comment from Jakermo:   

Bye Dr Dana. Thanks for all you do. 

 

Comment from Linda in S.C.:  

The BIGGEST THANKS 

 

Comment from rivergirl:   

May you now have time to sleep like a bear! And, we know how they sleep after running around 

at high speeds...in fact they are currently in a pile, dead to the world. 

 

Comment from   Guest:   

Now I know why Ed is on a constant diet, too much food at WCV. :-) 

 

Comment from VA Kris:  

Thank you for everything, Dr. Dana. You're a wonderful person. Good luck & drop by once in a 

while...CN is easy to find. 

 

Comment from rejoyce:  

Thank you so much for your dedication and devotion :) 

 

Comment from  TexasLavender:  

I have to go. Thank you Dr. Dana for being here today and for being part of the family at WCV. 

Wishing you tons of Eagles soaring, cubs frolicking, and turtle kisses!!! 

 

Dr. Dana:  
Turtle kisses result in salmonellosis, but I'll take the soaring eagles and frolicking cubs! Thank 

you! 

 

Comment from APK in FL:  

Dr. Dana, thank you for taking the time to visit with us. Best of luck in all your future endeavors. 
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Comment from   Terri from VA :   

Thanks to Dr Dana wish you all the best!!!Thank you for taking such good care of the animals. 

 

Comment from A WCV Fan:   

Dr.Dana, Thank you for spending your time with us today. I want to join others in thanking you 

for all you have done for wildlife at the center over the past year! Yoy are an 

AWESOME lady!! 

 

Comment from   Terri from VA :   

Sounds like you really have to think out of the box with wild life. 

 

Comment from Kodiak Bear :  

Bye Dana 

 

Comment from rejoyce:  

We really appreciate everything you have done for the critters :) 

 

Comment from BarbB:   

I don't think we realized that your sleep was interrupted so frequently. It’s not like we ever called 

because an eagle fell out of his nest. EN did that once and were severely reprimanded, 

lol. 

 

Comment from   Guest:   

Dear Dr Dana: best wishes to you as you move on and "you are ONE fantastic veterinarian. 

 

Comment from lesley uk:  

Dr Dana. Robbie isn’t in but he asked me to thank you so much for his day with you back in 

April. He said it was Awesome! He learned so much. Thank you. (And Dr Rich, too) 

 

Comment from rejoyce:  

Dr. Dana, thank you for devoting your life to caring for animals:) 

 

 

Comment from  TexasLavender:  

HI Dr.Dana!!! We are SO going to miss you. Thank you for your commitment to Wildlife and 

the care of animals in general. What a gift you have been to WCV. 

 

Comment from   Terri from VA :   

Hi Dr Dana. I want to say thank you for all you have done for the animals at the Center and wish 

you the best for your future. I think bats are so cool. 

 

 

Comment from Jakermo:   

Plenty of bats in Austin! 
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Comment from   Deb in SD:   

We will miss you Dr. Dana. It has been great having you there at WCV! It seems we just get 

used to the Docs there and off you all go--to use the tools you learned and make the 

world of wildlife (or whoever) better! Thanks!! and best of luck! 

 

Comment from  CarolinaGirl :   

Yes, I remember the red fox. You did a super job for him so he could go back and be what he is 

supposed to be...a wild fox! 

 

Comment from rejoyce:  

Dr. Dana, thank you for all you have done for the critters. We know you will be greatly missed! 

 

Comment from  33mama:   

Dr. Dana, I hope you enjoyed your time at WCV. You certainly worked hard! All those nights 

and weekends on call! 

 

Comment from Jakermo:   

I have 5 dogs, so just in case I need your facility. Isn't it like an emergency vet or surgery clinic? 

 

Comment from GN:  

Dr. Dana - Happy Trails! You will be missed. 

 

Comment from   ThumNail:  

For Dr. Dana. ( I cannot stay for the chat) Thank you for your TLC to the critters. Your kind 

heart touch our hearts and I know that all the critters appreciate your TLC, too. I can tell 

by looking at the cubs :) So glad to have you here with us. Memories never fade. Well, at 

least record of the cubs this year ;) Thank you again. Best wishes for your future career. 

 

Comment from Kathy in NM:   

Thank you, Dr. Dana, for all that you've done for the animals at WCV, and for the knowledge 

you've shared with CN! Best wishes as you travel life's path ...and remember to check in 

from time to time! We'll miss you. 

 

Comment from bw:   

Dr.Dana, thanks for the hard work, long hours, dedication and friendships working at WCV! We 

will miss you! Good luck! 

 

Comment from Diana :  

Rats missed the appearance with Dr. Dana!! I will read back and see what I missed. :-( 

 

Comment from Lydia, PA:  

Wish you well Dr. Dana! 

 

Comment from Keith in FL.:  

Perch removed @ 4:38 They have a igloo now! 
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Comment from charlotte in va:  

Ha...looks like they decided to try the igloo and see if that works better than the small mailbox 

size perch. That didn't last too long! Destructive little guys, aren't they? 

 

Comment from VA Kris:  

I think that is Buddy's mailbox perch. It'll never be the same. 

 

Comment from Mandi, PA  

Someone came into my office and I missed the last part of the discussion. I wish you the best Dr. 

Dana in whatever path you choose! 

 

Comment from   Terri from VA :   

Laughing out loud at these cubs!!!! 

 

Comment from Sally in SoCal:  

Oh no, I missed Dr. Dana's session. Best of luck to you Dr. Dana and thank you for all your good 

works here at WCV. 

 

Comment from izzy2cool4u:   

Another amazing vet off to take on the world one critter at a time! :) Thanks for everything Dr. 

Dana we'll miss you! 

 

Comment from izzy2cool4u:   

Poor eagle sounds like it’s had a rough go, but WCV will set things right :) was this the last 

patient Dr. Dana will be seeing? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
No, Dr. Dana is with us until next Friday (July 5) ... so ... we'll probably get about 150 more 

patients between now and then! 

 

 


